
Key partnerships Key activities Value propositions Customer relationships Customer Segments

Key resources Channels

Cost structure Revenue structureNegative externalities Positive externalities

Shippo
InPost Group
Private sellers
Delivery firms

App development
Customer service

 

App & algortihm
Partnerships

Users
 

Economiic benefits: selling with 
no costs & buying cheap clothing

Ease of use: selling and buying easily
Extending the lifetime of clothing

 

Supportive app interface
E-mail

Customer service

App
Home delivery
Pick-up points

Social media/word of mouth

Inclusive [Donaldson, 2021]
'Normal people' 

 Unexperienced sellers
Online shoppers

Insurance
Shipping 

App developing & maintenance
Advertising

Buyer fees
Insured shipping

In-app advertisements
 

 

Waste reduction
Reducing new production of clothing

Saving money
SDG #9 : Infrastructure

SDG #12: Sustainable production & consumption
SDG #15: Life on land [EQT, 2021]

High amount of shipments
Stimulates the trading of unsustainable produced

clothing as well
Some doubt the sustainable impact: low prices

stimulate more buying  [Parguel et al., 2017]

Circular business models: a case study on C2C clothing resale platform Vinted
RQ: How can C2C clothing resale platform Vinted leverage partnerships to make the clothing industry less polluting?Bert Weeda - 619225

Methods Problem Vinted's solution

SWOT

Resilience Challenges Implications References

Business Model Canvas+

Strengths Weaknesses

Opportunities Threats

A case study is conducted through extensive systematic literature review,
using a variety of sources in order to get a deep understanding of the

case [Creswell, 2006]. Scientific articles, business articles, company
statements (website and press) and personal user experience are used.
A combination of divergent and convergent research is applied to get a
fundamental understanding but also narrow down and make a specific

evaluation on part of Vinteds business model: partnerships. The business
model canvas+ is used as a backbone in the analysis, together with a

SWOT analysis and a resilience test that assesses the company’s
performance during the Covid-19 crisis. The goal of this study is not only
to give a deeper understanding of Vinteds real sustainable efforts, but

also to highlight challenges and opportunities. 

 

More sustainability information in the app, such as
descriptions, rattings and notifications. This has an

effect on the decisionmaking of consumers
[Stockigt et al., 2018]. It also increases the

awareness, which is an important barrier to
circularity [Koszewska, 2018]

 
Partnerships with clothing brands that are

currently lacking Vinteds technology and logistics
[Brydges, 2021]. Co-creation and open innovation

are important for Circular Economy adoption
[Jesus & Jugend, 2021]

 
Consider to include subscription/rental model of

clothing in these partnerships: a disruptive
innovation [Crespi, 2021] that directly affects

production stage which is most polluting [Brydges,
2021] 

 
Saving a garment from waste reduces the footprint

by only 5-10% [Crespi, 2021], which is not enough to
effectively work on the SDG's mentioned.

 
The low price business model can stimulate

excessive buying behaviour [Parguel et al., 2017]
and high amount of shipments.

 
Clothing brands hesitate to partner, because

customers connect with the platform instead of the
clothing brand [PWC, n.d.].

 
Not everybody supports a complete switch to a

second-hand clothing industry [Armstrong & Park,
2020]

 
 
 
 

 
The clothing inudstry is one of the most polluting

industries in the world [Crespi, 2021].
 

Clothes have a linear lifecycle: take, make, waste
[Brydges, 2021] ... urgent need for change [Crespi,

2021]
 

Americans throw away 69 pounds of clothing each
year and 4% of solid waste is clothing. This number

is growing  [Claudio, 2007]
 
 
 
 
 

Waste reduction
'Hype' towards more

sustainable consumption
Ease of use through

partnerships

No insight in environmental impact
Only considers waste stage, 

not take and make [Brydges, 2021]
Model creates high amount of

shipments

Partner with clothing brands
Subscription/rental models

More sustainability information
 

Disruptive innovations;
rental/subscriptions [Crespi, 2021]

Insufficient change in behaviour
towards second-hand

 
 
 

 
Covid-19 crisis showed high dependency on

partnerships/channels: closed in Spain, France and Belgium
for several weeks because of panic in countries [Pavarini,

2020]. Relatively easy switch to working from home: Vinted
was prepared for online internal communication. Used

psychologist to limit emotional consequences [Thole, 2020]
 

People spent a lot of time home which possibly stimulated
buying behaviour and therefore shipping /emissions.

 
Consumers became more aware of sustainable consumption

and are more careful with money [Crespi, 2021], which
helped Vinted to grow rapidly [Pavarini, 2020].

 
Vinted was well prepared and has grown thanks to their

ecommerce partnership and started new partnership with
InPost to also ship to lockers, which is a new step to save

emissions [InPost, 2022].
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"We try to make sustainable consumption as easy as possible instead of throwing away something you don’t
want to wear anymore you can sell it. We try to make this industry more circular and we try to do it to practically

compete on an easiness level." - Thomas Plantenga, CEO [Pavarini, 2020].
Vinted is an online platform (app) on which users can buy and sell second-hand clothing, aimed at saving

clothing from being wasted and creating a circular fashion economy. Their mission is "To make second-hand
clothing the first choice worldwide" [Van Elven, 2019]. 
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